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MOTOREX.
AND IT RUNS LIKE A CHARM.

A motorcycle is not just a vehicle – it stands for passion, sportiness and pure
driving pleasure. Unless the mechanics let you down. That‘s why the MOTOREX
MOTO LINE offers you a unique, specialised line of lubricants and care products
that are all easy to use and effective. Find out more about how our partnership with world-class racing teams and leading motorcycle brands ensures
greater reliability, higher performance and enhanced safety: www.motorex.com
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Valued customers, dear readers
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“If you always do what you’ve always done, you’ll always get what you’ve
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always got.” This quote from Henry Ford, one of the most successful car

Season opening at Grossglockner

manufacturers of the 20th century and an exceptional businessman and
inventor, may not be new, but it seems to me that its message is timelier
than ever. Our modern, technology-driven world with its many-sided communications media demands flexible thinking, rapid action and the courage to tackle and implement new things from us all.
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In the process, we often find ourselves confronted with seemingly insoluble
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challenges. But the certainty that even the longest climb begins with the
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first step always gives me a feeling of confidence, and small successes are
nearly always the real stepping stones to great accomplishments.

Tungsten mining: very hard
That is why the people at MOTOREX are constantly working with joy and
dedication on solutions for a wide range of lubrication applications. As we
go about this work, we focus on customer needs. This issue of MOTOREX
Magazine presents a current cross-section of our work. And who knows,
one application or another that you find right here may be just the thing to
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take you one essential step closer to your own success.

The Jura technology cluster
In that spirit, I wish you many stimulating ideas and interesting discoveries
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in this new issue of MOTOREX Magazine.
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS
WASHING A BICYCLE
WITHOUT WATER

You can’t always use water to clean your
bike. In fact, when cleaning e-bikes
it’s best to use as little water as possible
to protect the electronics. The new
MOTOREX QUICK CLEAN is proof that
quick, gentle cleaning is possible even
without water. Just spray down the bike
using the 360° rotating
pump mister (500 ml),
let it soak, then polish
with a clean, dry, soft
cloth. QUICK CLEAN
removes even resistant
dirt, makes the bike
gleam and causes rain
and splash water to roll
off all surfaces (metal,
plastic, paint, glass and
even carbon). The result
speaks for itself,
so no need to reach for
the hose.

FARMER LINE
IN NEW CLOTHING
When the Farmer Line was introduced many years ago, it laid the foundation for MOTOREX’s industry-specific product lines. Since then the Swiss
leader has set the standard with its complete, continually updated assortment of lubricants, cleaning and care products. The updated product labels
on small containers of agricultural products now provide a better visual expression of this commitment. The new design features a graphical symbol
indicating the product’s purpose, and there’s room on the resealable folding
adhesive labels for information in 15 languages. These features are guaranteed to boost sales of Farmer Line products in their new clothing.

PIT STOP WITH
ALPINE TOP PAO 220

oil for snow groomers that perfect-

Snow groomers have complex

combination of high-pressure addi-

transmission configurations (trans-

tives significantly reduces wear

fer gears, final drives, winch sys-

while ensuring high reliability. It

tems, etc.) that operate under un

also offers maximum protection for

usually heavy loads. Transmission

wet brakes and takes account of

components are exposed to high

the special frictional characteris-

torque and large temperature fluc-

tics required there. Based on poly

tuations for hundreds of hours. As

alphaolefins (PAOs), this special

a result, the choice of transmission

transmission oil has a viscosity of

oil is key for trouble-free operation

SAE 75W/140 or ISO 220 and meets

and protection of the assembly. The

or exceeds DIN 51 517/T3: CLP –

new fully synthetic ALPINE TOP

ISO 6743-6 and ISO 12925-1: CKC /

PAO 220 is a special transmission

CKD / CKE – API GL-4.
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ly meets all requirements. A special

MOTOR OIL NEWS
FROM THE
CAR LINE
This spring (small container avail
able from May 2016), MOTOREX
rolls up to the starting line with
two new high-lubricity motor oils
precisely formulated to meet manufacturers’ specifications.
New, synthetic, fuel-efficient CONCEPT J-XL SAE 0W/20 was developed for use in Jaguar and Land
Rover vehicles. It can be used in all
2015 and later model V6 and V8
gasoline engines of these makes.
PROFILE V-XL SAE 0W/30 is a fully
synthetic, super-high-lubricity engine oil for gasoline and diesel engines with exhaust gas treatment

latest base fluids combine with special additives to

and long-life service for vehicles

guarantee effective protection against wear and out-

from the Volkswagen Group. The

standing fuel economy and emissions values.

CONCEPT J-XL SAE 0W/20
ACEA A1 / B1
JAGUAR LAND ROVER STJLR.51.5122
PROFILE V-XL SAE 0W/30
ACEA C3
VV 504 00 / 507 00

SPECIAL OIL FOR OVERHEAD SLEWING CRANES

NEW COMBINATION:
PTFE + OIL

In COREX VI 42, MOTOREX is bring-

istics, which in turn prevents damage such as cavitation

ing to market a hydraulic fluid spe-

in pumps and hydraulic cylinders. Available in 200, 60

cially designed and tested for hay

and 25-liter containers.

MOTOREX combines the benefits of
fully synthetic oil and PTFE solid
lubricant (also known as Teflon®)
in its new PTFE OIL SPRAY.
The lubricant penetrates quickly,
exhibiting a
dielectric effect,
and its PTFE
particles sustainably reduce the
coefficient of
friction. The result
is lasting lubri
cation without the
dreaded stick-slip
effect. Available
in a 500-ml spray
with super-handy
360° spray nozzle.
Try it today!

characteristics of this category of
cranes are extremely high performance at high operating speeds
over a broad range of temperatures.
With its wide viscosity-temperature range, COREX VI 42 ensures
consistently strong performance by
the hydraulic system while providing optimum lubrication – even at
elevated oil temperatures in the
summer. In low winter temperatures, the special composition of the
hydraulic fluid guarantees that the
oil loses none of its flow characterMOTOREX MAGAZINE 107
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and industrial cranes. The main
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WHAT’S NEW

LOW
WASTE
EASY
TO USE
OPTIMUM
RESIDUAL
DRAINING

1

OPEN THE SCREW CAP
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ATTACH THE DISPENSER TUBE

ADBLUE IN A BRAINYPACK
®

®

This April MOTOREX brings the innovative Brainypack® packaging
to the AdBlue® line. This extremely environmentally friendly packaging
solution holds five liters of AdBlue® and includes a dispenser tube
in the package. The resealable bag is intended for end consumers and
is highly practical.
Topping up AdBlue® in diesel vehicles equipped with selec-

MOTOREX AdBlue® in a 5-liter-Brainypack® is ideal

tive catalytic reduction (SCR) technology has become part

for resale to end consumers and for point-of-sale dis-

of the routine, like refueling and checking the oil. But it’s a

play. Designed to meet practical needs, the product is

habit that consumers are still getting used to. The new

available immediately in K3 (3 × 5 liters per box). Your

five-liter container is ideal for filling AdBlue® tanks on the

MOTOREX partner will be happy to provide further

go. It is handy and includes a practical dispenser tube for

information. •

spill-free filling.

INTELLIGENT PACKAGING
The cleverly designed packaging is perfect for today’s needs,
bringing numerous benefits including:
• low waste
• low total weight
• resealable, tamper-proof, child-safe lid
• optimum residual draining

WHAT IS ADBLUE® ANYWAY?
MOTOREX AdBlue® is a special fluid for post-treatment
of exhaust gases in diesel engines. It is a synthetically
produced 32.5% urea solution. MOTOREX AdBlue® is
colorless, transparent, non-toxic, easy to handle and
environmentally safe. Meets DIN 70070, ISO 22241 and
AUS32® standards.

• informative multilingual labeling
• excellent sustainability profile

3
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FILL THE VEHICLE
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MOTOR OIL

MOTOR OIL CHANGES:

ALWAYS FOLLOW THE
MANUFACTURER’S GUIDELINES

As an essential engine design element, today’s motor oils have many jobs to do.
These are set out in precisely defined manufacturer’s specifications and are as
different as the engine designs themselves. That’s why it’s so important to be diligent
about motor oil change intervals.

The characteristics
and dimensions
of the oil and air
filters also have
an effect on the
motor oil change
interval calculated
by the OEM.

Only the manufacturer can say when it’s the right time

mostly external oil, air filter and lubricant specialists. By

to change the motor oil. To avoid putting the original

complying with these intervals, the OEM ensures that

equipment manufacturer’s (OEM) warranty terms and

vehicles can meet numerous requirements in terms of

goodwill provisions at risk, the lubricant must officially

performance, fuel efficiency, maintenance costs, emis-

meet the relevant specifications and the motor oil change

sions and durability. OEM warranty and goodwill provi-

intervals must be kept in strict accordance with the

sions are directly linked to compliance with service

manufacturer’s maintenance schedule. Since the emis-

intervals. There are currently no lubricant brands in

sions and fuel consumption falsification scandals, OEMs

the world that would allow any divergence from these

are likely to be even stricter than usual about following

intervals, nor are there likely to be in the foreseeable

the rules.

future. As a recognized developer and producer of quality lubricants, MOTOREX is generally unable to allow

MANY VARIABLES

change intervals that differ from OEM specifications.

OEM oil change interval guidelines are

8

developed on the basis of complex

MAINTENANCE INTERVAL SYSTEMS

technical calculations and empirical

The factors affecting motor oil vary tremendously de-

data from OEM engine designers and ex-

pending on the type of vehicle or machine the engine is

haust gas treatment engineers with the help of

installed in. Many modern passenger cars have sensor

gine and in some cases motor oil parameters based on
loads, cold starts, fuel quality and driving habits. Most
trucks have had these systems for some time now. The
engine control unit uses the data to determine a sort of
“oil load indicator” and light the maintenance indicator
on the dashboard when the precisely calculated interval for changing the oil (as well as transmission and
rear axle fluid, etc. in trucks) is reached. That too is an

TREND IN MOTOR OIL CHANGE INTERVALS
Maintenance interval (km)

systems that continually collect a wide variety of en-
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Different motor oil change intervals
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COSTLY IMPACTS
There is no comparison between today’s lubricants and

than any supposed cost savings. It’s good to remind final customers, espe-

those of earlier times. Higher power density, extended

cially the more economy-minded among them, of this from time to time …

service intervals, compatibility with exhaust gas treatment systems and smaller oil volumes all demand more

Your MOTOREX partner and Technical Customer Service will be happy to

than ever from modern lubricants. Components are

answer any questions. •

engineered to work together with the greatest of precision, leaving only very small tolerances. This is particularly true when it comes to compliance with oil
change intervals. For passenger cars, for example, oil
change intervals have increased by a factor of 20 over
the past 50 years (see chart).

WHAT ABOUT CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT?
Because service and load conditions vary so widely,
intelligent maintenance interval systems are still rare
at best on heavy-duty machinery such as construction
and agricultural equipment and alpine infrastructure

DIFFERENT OPERATING CONDITIONS,
SAME MOTOR OIL SERVICE INTERVALS
The manufacturer’s specified service intervals are based on the heaviest
permitted operating loads to ensure high reliability under the operating
parameters (emissions, performance, fuel efficiency, etc.) declared by the
OEM. Despite the different operating conditions, the van described below
is serviced at the same time in all four cases.
USE

SERVICE

TRANSPORTATION
FOR SENIORS’ HOME
Av. weight: 2.2 tonnes

4500 km/year.
Many cold starts, mainly
stop-and-go traffic.

LARGE FAMILY
Av. weight: 2.6 tonnes

17,000 km/year.
Mixed service, numerous
cold starts and short trips.
Long distances during vacations.

NORTH-SOUTH
EXPRESS COURIER
Av. weight: 2.8 tonnes

100,000 km/year.
70 % long-distance operation and
delivery service. Few cold starts.

BUILDING CONTRACTOR
Av. weight: 3.5 tonnes

15,000 km/year.
Construction site operation,
heavy loading, frequent engine braking.

such as snow grooming equipment. As a result, different manufacturers’ service hour specifications should
be observed with scrupulous care. A quick calculation
shows why: if we assume that one hour of operation is
roughly equivalent to a 50-kilometer trip by a construction site truck, then an oil change interval of 1000 service hours corresponds to a hefty 50,000 kilometers on
the construction site!

OBSERVE GUIDELINES
Many manufacturers clearly indicate the consequences of
neglecting service intervals. Mercedes-Benz, for example,
has this to say in its owner’s manual (MB BeVo_215.0),
concluding a clear explanation of the factors that affect
motor oil with the following statement:

“The maximum oil change
intervals indicated in
the vehicle operator’s manual
must be strictly observed.”
The risk of damage due to failure to comply with OEM

Trailer
3.5 tonnes

motor oil change intervals is therefore much greater
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 107
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REPORT

Grossglockner,
3798 m
Kaiser-FranzJosefs-Höhe, 2369 m

On the Grossglockner High Alpine Road, maintenance in general
and snow clearance in particular place extreme demands on both
man and machine. Peter Embacher has been head of operations
on the legendary scenic road for over 35 years.
Pictures: GROHAG, F. Neumayr, A. Niederhauser and others

SEASON OPENING

AT GROSSGLOCKNER

The four seasons – not Vivaldi’s this time – set the rhythm for Peter Embacher’s work
on the Grossglockner High Alpine Road. As head of road maintenance, he and his
team know every meter of the 48-kilometer scenic route. The toll road requires carefully
orchestrated upkeep to keep it in good condition from spring into fall. When the pass
opens at the end of each winter, Peter and his crew reach their crescendo …

10

The spectacular mountain roads in the Alpine countries

THE GROSSGLOCKNER HIGH ALPINE ROAD

are a magnet for visitors. Originally laid down as mule

A little over 80 years ago, an unbelievable success story

trails providing transit and trading links, the routes

began. The Grossglockner High Alpine Road was cere-

were later improved for travel by horse and wagon.

moniously opened in 1935. It had been built in record

Mass motorization in the 1960s brought unprecedented

time in a mere five years, from 1930 to 1935 – no mean

popularity to these roads in the sky. With modern cars,

achievement considering the simple tools and equip-

motorists are quickly and effortlessly able to conquer

ment available at the time. Builder Franz Wallack had

both the distance and the elevation. However, they still

planned a road that would blend harmoniously into the

owe a debt of gratitude not only to the original builders

landscape. Linking the Austrian states of Salzburg and

who risked life and limb to build the roads, but also to

Carinthia, it is far more than just a transportation corri-

the people and equipment that keep them maintained

dor. It leads directly to the High Tauern National Park

today.

and provides unforgettable moments to over 900,000

Zell am See

Ferleiten, 1151 m

Hexenküche

Gasthaus
Hochmais

Edelweissspitze, 2571 m

Fuscher Törl, 2428 m

Fuscher Lacke, 2261 m
Mitteltörl, 2373 m

Brennkogel, 3018 m

Racherin, 3092 m

Dieter swears by “his” MAN TGS
28.440. He has been vigorously helping
to “spring clean” the mountain for
decades.

As snow falls and the last traces of
winter are cleared below, mountain
guide Stefan gets ready to go rodding
on the Fuscher Lacke.

Hochtor, 2505 m

Glocknerhaus

Heiligenblut

Emptying, opening and closing rockfall drapes requires maximum concentration
and absolutely no fear of heights.

motorists every year. The scenic road also leads to Aus-

have to be dismantled. Both actions are made necessary

tria’s highest mountain, the 3798-meter Grossglockner.

by winter avalanches that would tear everything down

There are countless display boards, educational trails

with them in their descent. Gullies and sections of drain-

and scenic outlooks along the entire route. The visitor

age systems are constantly visible alongside the road-

center at Kaiser-Franz-Josefs-Höhe (2369 m) houses a

way. Water is the High Alpine Road’s constant compan-

number of museums and exhibitions. The toll to drive

ion, whether in the form of rain, snow, ice or meltwater.

the scenic road also includes entry to all the sights and

It also carries unwanted stone and earth. When these

service facilities.

end up in the roadway, it’s time for Embacher’s people to
take action. Each year they also remove many tons of

MAINTENANCE AS SAFETY FACTOR

waste – all properly sorted, of course – as well as main-

On average, the High Alpine Road is open six months

taining 40 kilometers of pasturage fencing.

a year, from May to October. Each year the 48-kilo
meter road with its 36 hairpin turns and two tunnels
is traversed by 240,000 to 270,000 vehicles, including
80,000 motorcycles. During this time Peter Embacher’s
crew of 15 are responsible for keeping the entire route
open and safe. “We’re really more interested in the situation above, alongside and below the road itself,” explains
Embacher from the service vehicle, casting an experienced eye over the approach to a curve where rockfalls
are frequent. Rockfall drapes are anchored to the rock
here and at over 50 other locations. These need emptying
from time to time, and they are opened completely before the winter break. In many places the guardrails also
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 107
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Teamwork: everyone has to be able to count on each other. And that includes
equipment in flawless operating condition.
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REPORT CONTINUED

Sudden snowfall is no exception on the Grossglockner. Vehicles and machines
must always be ready for a short-notice callout.

When needed, a helicopter gives the clearance
crew wings in the truest sense of the word during
certain highly exposed work operations.

SKILL AND MECHANICAL POWER APLENTY

Wallack was not just the builder of the Grossglockner

The Grossglockner road is testimony to the human ca-

High Alpine Road, but also the inventor of the Wallack

pacity to come up with big ideas and make them reality

rotary drum snowplow. The tracked vehicle combines a

with the help of machinery. While the equipment avail-

snowblower and plow and was first used in 1953. Per-

able during construction was still quite simple, it has

fect weight distribution gives it the ability to scrape

steadily evolved since then for both construction and

away ice and snow layer-by-layer. Over the winter the

maintenance. Today an extensive vehicle and equip-

machines are overhauled and expertly maintained in

ment pool is used for maintenance and especially for

an in-house workshop. According to a recent analysis,

opening the pass in the spring. Five large snowplows

their design advantages make them nearly as efficient

are in service. Of these, the four 50-year-old Wallack ro-

at clearing snow and ice as more modern machines. In

tary drum snowplows are practically antiques. Franz

the mountains, every machine and vehicle’s reliability
is an important success factor. The entire fleet, from
electric power generators to snowplows to the Euro 5
truck, uses MOTOREX lubricants specially designed for
extreme loads.

OPENING THE PASS: NO MEAN FEAT
For its first spring opening in 1936, the pass was cleared
manually by hundreds of workers. Today seasoned
teams do most of the job with machines. Depending on
the duration and severity of the winter, the clearance
work begins in early April. Teams start at the north
(Fusch) and south (Heiligenblut) ends and work toward
the middle. Helicopter inspection flights provide an
aerial assessment of the overall situation and pay special attention to the snow masses that create a serious
Before the Wallack snowplow came along, it took 350 men 70 days of shoveling
to clear the road. Today it takes an average of 14 days.

12

and ever-present risk of avalanches. Controlled avalanches are triggered to protect the clearance crews

Meeting of the clearance vehicles from Carinthia and Salzburg:
the “breakthrough” is the high point of each year’s snow clearance.

and shift snow masses downslope. A mountain guide is

THE GOAL: THE BREAKTHROUGH

stationed on either end of the operation. Snow depths

The “breakthrough” is a big moment every year and calls

vary widely, depending on the winter, weather condi-

for proper celebration. When the snow clearance crews

tions and wind. In Ferleiten (1151 m), for example, the

from Carinthia and Salzburg are able to face each other

snow may be “only” 2.5 meters deep, while along the

near the Hochtor, everyone involved knows that the new

10-kilometer ridge between Fuscher Törl and Hochtor

season is at hand. Unless, that is, something goes wrong

(2505 m) it may be over ten meters deep. Six-meter

– bad weather and sudden low temperatures can set the

snow poles are set up in the fall to mark the roadway

whole team’s work back in the space of a few hours. Then

for the spring clearance crews. Often the poles are com-

the team gets back to work twice as hard, and if the radio

plete buried and the road can only be

in the transport bus plays Vivaldi’s “Spring” – or better

found by rodding. A video of the opening

yet, energetic folk music – the crews up on Grossglockner

of the Grossglockner pass can be viewed

feel sure that all is right with the world once more. •

here (German/English):

www.grossglockner.at

Ready for the new season. An unforgettably scenic and
perfectly cleared journey awaits beyond the toll booths.

Civil engineer Franz Wallack (right) and Salzburg state governor Franz Werl
on the epic first drive over the High Alpine Road in 1935, along with other photos
from the road’s early years more than 80 years ago.
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NORDIC

Varbergs Golfklubb southeast of Gothenburg features not one but two 18-hole golf courses.
Its environmentally conscious greenskeepers depend on MOTOREX to care for the grounds.

VARBERGS GOLFKLUBB, SWEDEN

HANDICAP ZERO
Experienced golfers can tell how well a green is kept the first time they step on the
grass. Experienced professional greenskeepers with the right equipment pool for
the job are key elements in the success of any golf club. Sweden’s Varbergs Golfklubb
is no exception. Jonas Gustafsson and his team work hard to keep this 40-year-old
club running smoothly.
So soon after the end of winter the green is still too wet

exactly 40 years ago, the club now has over 2000 mem-

to play. But that’s no big deal — members can always

bers. Its two 18-hole golf courses – east and west, about

practice at the partially covered driving range. Founded

15 kilometers apart – reopen at different dates depending on the severity and duration of the cold weather.
The two courses are very different.

A TOUGH DECISION: EAST OR WEST
The club began in 1976 with the “östra” (Swedish for
east) golf course. Harmoniously integrated into a wooded, parklike landscape, it features 18 greens on an area
of about 50 hectares. The “västra” (Swedish for west)
golf course’s dimensions are still more generous. Its
18 greens are sited on a spacious 90-hectare moor
landscape of astonishing design. The largest green here
measures as much as 140 square meters! Both courses
Equipment and vehicles must be in perfect working order to ensure that the
greens are always perfectly groomed and playable for members.

14

have a base for the greenskeepers and their gear in a
well-equipped workshop.

In the winter months, a reduced staff carries out major
renovation and maintenance work.

Jonas Gustafsson is always careful to balance the needs of golfers and nature
in his work.

THE SCIENCE OF GREENSKEEPING

Environmental concerns are an important considera-

Maintaining the two golf courses is a labor-intensive

tion that is taken into account wherever possible. Since

job. In the summer season, course manager Jonas Gus-

nearly all of the equipment includes hydraulic compo-

tafsson employs a staff of 15 or so. The different soil

nents, MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HEES 46 flows through

compositions of the two courses further complicate the

nearly all of the club’s hydraulic lines. If fluid happens to

work. Depending on their condition, the greens are

leak onto a green, the cleaning and restoration work is

mowed daily to a length of 2.8 to 3.8 millimeters. Areas

significantly easier than it would be with a mineral oil.

such as the fringes, teeing areas, fairways and semi-

A mineral oil spill would require complete removal of

roughs are mowed three or four times a week. The bun-

the contaminated soil and grass and reseeding of the

kers are raked two to three times a week and the roughs

green. With OEKOSYNT HEES biofluid, a simple cleanup

are mowed once a week. The holes and tee box markers

and reseeding is all it takes – nature does the rest. And

also need to be moved several times a week. In addition,

that’s a good thing!

mechanical green maintenance operations (aeration,
harrowing, etc.) are carried out at regular intervals. And
then there’s watering, sanding, fertilizing and reseeding
along with other jobs like waste removal and watering

“MOTOREX OEKOSYNTH HEES
is perfect for our needs.”

the trees.
To make sure Varbergs Golfklubb remains one of the

THE BIOFLUID ADVANTAGE

top golf destinations in Sweden, Jonas Gustafsson and

The greenskeepers are respon-

his team get to work early, even if there are still a few

sible not just for operating

snowflakes out dancing on the wind. •

their sizable equipment pool, but also for maintaining

www.varbergsgk.se

it. At Varbergs it consists of no fewer than 40 mowers,
6 tractors, 10 work and transport vehicles and 13 golf
carts. What Jonas Gustafsson values most about
MOTOREX is that he can get everything – motor oils,
transmission fluids, technical greases, sprays, etc. – from
the same supplier and that biodegradable products are
also available.
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 107
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FACTS AND FIGURES
Company
Headquarters
Established
Employees
Sales
Website

Varbergs Golfklubb
Varberg, southeast of Gothenburg
1976
19
SEK 14 million
www.varbergsgk.se (Swedish only)
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MAINTENANCE

Deep beneath the earth’s surface, near Mittersill, close to Austria’s High Tauern National Park,
is a scheelite mine. Scheelite is a calcium tungstate mineral, used as a raw material in the production
of tungsten carbide, which is used in turn to make a wide range of products.

TUNGSTEN MINING: VERY HARD
When it comes to hardness, tungsten carbide has similar properties to diamond.
This is why it is used as the basis for producing modern drilling and cutting tools,
for example. Mining Europe’s biggest tungsten deposit in Mittersill, in the Austrian
state of Salzburg, demands maximum performance from man and machine alike.
The tungsten deposit was discovered in 1967. Wolfram

frequently used in aviation, automobiles, sporting goods

Bergbau- und Hüttengesellschaft m. b. H. was founded

and medical devices. It is perhaps best known as a com-

in 1975 after costly exploration work. The company also

ponent of lighting equipment such as incandescent bulbs

built a smelter in St. Martin, Styria. Open-pit mining

and halogen lamps. Here just five kilograms of tungsten

ceased completely in 1986, when all activities including

is enough to produce an impressive 600,000 kilometers

hoppers, crushers, workshops and crew quarters were

of light bulb filament.

moved underground. Today’s Wolfram Bergbau und
Hütten AG has been part of the internationally known
Sandvik® Group since 2008.

COMPLEX MINING OPERATIONS
Mining tungsten in the form of scheelite involves a
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VERSATILE TUNGSTEN

number of challenges. Geologists take core samples to

Today’s high tech industry wouldn’t exist without tung-

determine whether the rock in a given location is

sten. It’s immensely versatile. Anyone whose cellphone

“worth” mining. Then the necessary infrastructure has

vibrates has been in indirect contact with tungsten,

to be set up underground. After that an average of

which is used as a damper in phones. Tungsten is also

400,000 to 500,000 tonnes of ore are mined annually

Valuable tungsten carbide raw material fluoresces
beautifully under short wave UV light. At 3422 °C it has
the highest melting point of any metal.

MOTOREX has developed lubrication plans for the entire vehicle and machine
pool. Oil analyses deliver valuable information on unit conditions.

by means of drilling and explosives. Conveyor belts

and competent one-stop solution for extreme lubrica-

and huge loaders with hoppers carry the ore to the

tion challenges. Detailed lubrication plans were devel-

storage bunkers, from where it is transported to the

oped by the local MOTOREX representative and Tech

underground crushers. After crushing, the ore is car-

nical Customer Service in Langenthal as a basis for

ried to the staging areas the environmentally friendly

supplying the entire machine pool. So far the various

way, on 3.5 kilometers of conveyor belts. It’s all hard,

MOTOREX motor oils, transmission and hydraulic fluids,

dusty work!

greases and care products have successfully proven
their quality under the most grueling conditions. Be-

SMELTING IN ST. MARTIN

cause when you’re underground, very little is worth

The extracted scheelite concentrate is taken for further

more than a smoothly functioning machine ... •

processing to the St. Martin smelting plant, where it is

www.wolfram.at

refined around the clock into tungsten carbide, tungsten oxide and metallic tungsten powder of the highest
purity. St. Martin’s production output caters for some
14 % of global demand and is shipped to satisfied customers all round the world. Tungsten carbide, which
accounts for about two-thirds of the volume, is used to
produce tool steels. The plant also recycles secondary
raw materials.

HEAVY-DUTY LUBRICATION
For the past two years, MOTOREX lubricants have been
used for a wide range of applications at the Mittersill
mine. The switch was a response to the need for a quick
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 107
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An extremely varied vehicle and machine pool demands many specific
lubrication solutions.
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INDUSTRY

THE JURA
TECHNOLOGY CLUSTER
People who have experienced the swiss Jura understand its unique fascination.
Nowadays, the word “Jura” is often used to refer to the entire region surrounding
the Jura m
 ountain chain. Once a peripheral region, over the centuries it has
cultivated a tradition of craftsmanship. Thus it is no surprise that many leading
suppliers of precision technologies and products from Switzerland make their
home there today. Many of them turn to MOTOREX for their lubricant needs.
Because of the Jura’s relative isolation, the farmers who

and the goldsmiths. Over time they increasingly not only

lived there were accustomed to doing everything them-

repaired and upgraded clocks and watches, but also

selves – making their own weapons, doing their own

built their own. Eventually the watch industry itself

plumbing and locksmith work, etc. In this way they

arose, flourishing to the point that, in the early 20th

accumulated a wealth of technical knowledge and

century, more than half of all watches sold worldwide

practical skill. As a result, the watchmaking industry

came from the Jura.

in particular gradually took shape in the area around
Neuchâtel in the 17th century. The inhabitants of the

18

SKILL BUILDS ON ITSELF

region may not have invented the art of watch-

Today, the “Arc Jurassien Suisse” has become an indus

making, but it certainly found fertile soil

trially driven and extremely well developed technology

there. In particular, two groups of craftsmen

center, distinguished by its wide range of highly skilled

contributed to its development: the locksmiths

workers and specialized education system. Working close-
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MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRO TECHNOLOGY
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Innovative machining fluids are the key to masterful
achievements: inspecting the fluid technology has
become part of the factory routine.

ly with the precision industries (metalworking, mechani-

operating fluids contribute to a production process,

cal engineering, micromechanics and microtechnology,

continuous dialog with MOTOREX is a key to long-term

medical devices and watchmaking), MOTOREX has been

success. MOTOREX has a long tradition of knowledge

a reliable lubrication partner for many years. Often taking

sharing that is testimony to many distinguished cus-

on a “secret ingredient” role, MOTOREX’s areas of exper-

tomers’ trust in the brand. Another strong selling point

tise include such key areas as

is the highly trained team of chemists and engineers

•	consulting on all processes involving

which is ready to get straight to the root of any lubricant

machining fluids

technology application using its state-of-the-art labora-

• synergy projects, i.e. joint development projects

tory infrastructure.

•	the “Easy Tank” customer-focused just-in-time
logistics solution
•	technical seminars and advanced training
at MOTOREX
•	expert technical customer service,
including on-site service

“MOTOREX is a dedicated
lubrication partner to the precision industry
in the Jura.”

SUCCESS THROUGH SHARING

There can be no doubt that MOTOREX, with its various

Whether it’s a new application, improvements in an

cooperation activities and pioneering SWISSLINE prod-

existing process, enhanced performance or optimiza-

ucts, never loses sight of the aim of bringing measurable

tion of a diverse product range, wherever machining and

benefits to customers. •
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PRACTICE

SKILLFUL SEPARATION
The innovative CONFORM 5450 BIO release agent fulfills a long-held wish of buildingtrade professionals: it can be used with both concrete and bitumen, is free of VOCs
(volatile organic compounds) and rapidly biodegradable. Emeric Dubosson explains why
he finds the product so compelling.

Emeric Dubosson
(Workshop and Earth
Moving Manager)

Building contractors Michaud & Mariaux SA (www.

NEW INGREDIENTS AND FORMULAS

mimasa.ch) from Monthey in the Canton of Valais (Swit-

Where in the past the most common commercial re-

zerland), employing a workforce of 65 in the high sea-

lease agents used paraffin or naphthene-based refined

son, is a typical SME. Specializing in regional construc-

petroleum products of low to medium viscosity with a

tion and civil engineering, the company was founded

high solvent content, the priority today is lower envi-

in 1990 and has long worked with MOTOREX products.

ronmental impact with the same or even better sepa-

Emeric Dubosson has been successfully using CONFORM

ration performance. This has resulted in the use of thin,

5450 BIO release agent ever since it was launched and

rapidly biodegradable base oils like those in CONFORM

reports on his experience.

5450 BIO. Likewise solvents containing VOCs are no
longer used.

CONFORM 5450 BIO
prevents adhesion
of bitumen and can
also generally be
used to protect against
corrosion (does not
degrade plastics).
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When innovative additives with features that include
greatly improved air and water expulsion are used, the
excellent surface quality of the concrete is immediately
apparent to the eye. This characteristic is of particular
importance for stained and architectural fair-faced
concrete.

Pictures: NOE-Schalungstechnik, Oensingen

Use a release agent sprayer with a flat spray nozzle and
always spray at maximum pressure.

VOC-free CONFORM 5450 BIO yields a perfect formwork pattern,
even with the most demanding release jobs like this form liner.

MULTITALENTED CONFORM 5450 BIO

CONFORM 5450 BIO’s ideal effectiveness and avoidance

Dubosson has many years of experience in his profes-

of solvents containing VOCs pay off from both a business

sion. He uses CONFORM 5450 BIO as release agent

and an environmental perspective.

with all types of formwork (metal, plastic and wood),
as a bitumen release agent with road pavers and to
sion. He particularly values the fact that he can use the

“Spraying any release agent on correctly
is key for the formwork pattern.”

same product to supply both his structural and civil

Emeric Dubosson (Workshop and Earth Moving Manager)

protect vehicles, machinery and tools against corro-

engineering crews, since this prevents mix-ups and
Ask your MOTOREX partner about the applications for

costly misapplications.

CONFORM 5450 BIO and discover hidden potential for

REAL-WORLD BENEFITS

improvement. •

“Spraying any release agent on correctly is key for
the formwork pattern,” Dubosson says. Tips for using
CONFORM 5450 BIO successfully:
• Spray on only a thin but regular film
• Apply the release agent very sparingly
• Use a proper sprayer with a flat spray nozzle
• Never use a thinner with the release agent
• Also suitable for protection (loading ramp)
before bonding concrete and bitumen
• Compatible with materials such as rubber
(silent blocks) and plastic
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 107
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MOTOREX CONFORM 5450 BIO
Solvent-free, rapidly biodegradable concrete release agent.
A special additive reduces friction, enabling optimum
filling and dispersal of concrete in all types of formwork.
With excellent corrosion-proofing and a special additive
for de-aeration. Produces no toxic fumes, making it suitable for use in enclosed spaces and in tunnel construction.
Guarantees high surface quality, e.g. for stained concrete
or architectural fair-faced concrete. Available ready-to-use
in 200-liter drums or 25-liter containers.
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BOX
Four-year-old Silvano loves nothing
more than the weekends when he
gets to help his dad out. Thomas
Gasser is a manager at Bau AG Alpnach and a dedicated professional.
When the work spills over to the
weekend now and then, crafty little
Silvano couldn’t be happier. Ask him
what he wants to be when he grows
up and his answer, for now, will waver between farmer and ski racer.

A SMALL BOY
WITH BIG APPETITE
While transporting an excavator
clamshell after a day’s work, their

wanted to try out. Evidently Dad agreed. Hungry after helping out, Junior de-

route took father and son past a

voured his hamburger to nearly the last bite. Thanks for the great snapshot!

burger stand that Silvano had long

www.bau-ag-alpnach.ch •

DO YOU KNOW THE TOURATECH TRAVEL EVENTS?
Motorcycle touring fans will be familiar with the legendary Touratech brand
of aluminum panniers and mounts. Touratech has been working closely
with MOTOREX since 2009. All of Touratech’s worldwide sales channels are
serviced by the local MOTOREX country importer. In addition, Touratech
holds various events for people who travel by motorcycle each year. One of
these took place in Thailand in late fall 2015. The three-day event was held
in Khaoyai, two hours from Bangkok, at the same time as the BMW GS
Challenge 2015. A perfect opportunity for NP Moto, the MOTOREX Moto Line
importer in Thailand, to bring interested motorbike fans up-to-date on the
latest MOTOREX news at its booth. With many leading motorcycle manu
facturers in attendance, an extensive supporting program helped make this
travel event a huge success. •
www.touratech.com/aktuelles/events.html
www.facebook.com/MotorexThailand/

OTTOREX
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FOR MOTOREX FANS TALL AND SMALL.

GREEN T-SHIRT
MEN

CHILDREN’S
T-SHIRT GREEN

Green cotton T-shirt with white stripe
down both sides and printed logo.
Sizes S–XXL

Green cotton T-shirt printed with image.
T-shirt left: sizes 92–116
T-shirt right: sizes 128 –140

Article no. S: 451303, M: 451306, L: 451307, XL: 451308, XXL: 451309

Article no. 92: 451304, 104: 451310, 116: 451311, 128: 451312, 140: 451313

Please order these articles exclusively through your importer.

Today‘s customers are demanding. So, workshops have to operate all the more professionally and efficiently. Offering
the latest and most comprehensive range of lubricants and cleansers along with the best service and support,
MOTOREX is number one for garagists who insist on the highest standards of quality. Put your trust in an independent
partner who is fully committed to helping you give your very best. Find out more about us: www.motorex.com

MOTOREX. AND IT RUNS LIKE A CHARM.

